Management and statutory consolidation
– according to local GAAP and IAS/IFRS
CP-Cons is a module of the Corporate Planning Suite.
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SYSTEMATIC CONSOLIDATION

Merge all data clearly with CP-Cons.
For professional consolidation, a flexible software program is needed
which takes account of all the peculiarities of heterogeneous group
structures. With CP-Cons, your consolidated financial statements
are compiled in a systematic, transparent and auditable procedure.
CP-Cons provides professional support of the highest quality for
medium-sized businesses and multinational conglomerates alike.
CP-Cons fulfils the requirements of statutory consolidation in
accordance with all the usual accounting standards as well as of
management consolidation. Even a quick financial statement for the
reporting period or for the group can be achieved at any time as a
"fast close". In addition, you will benefit from our comprehensive
approach to enterprise management and from the full integration of
consolidation to operational planning and integrated financial planning.
You can rely on our experience from over 25 years of innovative and
successful software development and more than 4,000 companies as
our customers.

Service
Quality
Future

Distinction

Seal of Approval

EBS Certification

Top-Innovator 2013

"Software Made in Germany"

with top marks
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ALL THE WAY TO THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENT

Step by step through the
consolidation process.

CP-Cons is for preparing and analysing the financial statements of groups. All the main
accounting standards can be depicted. Methods of reconciling between different standards
support the unification of the single-entity financial statements. It is also possible to display
the given accounting standards side by side. The software takes the user systematically through
the entire consolidation process from defining the individual group structures through to group
reporting with predefined reports.
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A DISTINCT ADVANTAGE

Fast Close – Quick consolidation on demand
"Thanks to the CP-Software, the time horizon for consolidation
has been reduced from originally six weeks to only three days."
Andrea Hofmann-Sabitzer, Controlling
Valet u. Ott GmbH & Co. KG, Freiberg am Neckar

Why CP-Cons is always a worthwhile investment.
Simple and flexible

Proven

Custom group structures

CP-Software deployed

Quick to implement

successfully at more than

Multi-client capable

4,000 companies

Fast Close for quick

Reporting system 		

consolidation on demand

compliant with 		
audit specifications

For businesses of
all sizes

Systematic
Workflow-based user

Statutory consolidation

guidance

according to all the main

Progress Monitor

accounting standards

Diverse wizards

Sophisticated planning

Transparent and traceable

and simulation functions

in every consolidation step

for management
consolidation

Other advantages
Full range of all necessary consolidation tools
and functions
Clearly defined consolidation steps
High data integrity and consistency
Based on the latest software and standard
database technology
Great value for money
Certified by an audit firm
Full integration with Integrated Financial Planning

Always a reliable partner
Over 25 years of experience, competence and

continuity
Officially endorsed as a "Top-Innovator 2013"
Awarded the 2014 IT Innovation Finance Prize by
"Initiative Mittelstand"
Owner-managed and strategically independent
Consistently aligned to the requirements of the 		
customers
Excellent support
Effective implementation guidance and supervision
Professional consulting service
Wide range of training courses offered in
different levels
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CONSOLIDATION WORKFLOW

Consolidation –
Flexibility right from the start.

The consolidation workflow diagram guides the user interactively through each of the
consolidation steps. Once the general definitions for user administration, the scope of the
consolidated reporting entity, the structure and assignment of the charts of accounts as well
as other basics are all in place, the user can then proceed, for instance, to set parameters for
unifying the individual financial statements and for data transfer.
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PARAMETERISATION

Structure build – Quick and easy

Easy data import

In the "Basics", all the essential components like the companies and groups
are defined with their own particular attributes. For a quick structure build,
you can simply start off by using the local GAAP and IFRS-compliant chart of
accounts templates provided, thereby saving a lot of time.

CP-Cons has interfaces for importing
from all the usual pre-systems.
Users of the CP-Finance module
benefit from a particularly convenient means of data import due to
the direct integration between the
two modules.

Automatic maintenance of
data and structures

Flexible currency translation
Currencies are translated using the closing rate method, the modified closing
rate method or the temporal method. The exchange rates can be downloaded
directly from the ECB. These exchange rates need only be assigned once to the
items in the balance sheet, P&L and appropriation of earnings. The resulting
currency differences can be recognised within or outside the P&L, or on a
causal basis.

When a new account appears in the
trial balance of the pre-system, it
will be identified and added automatically. The new account can then be
assigned to a balance-sheet or P&L
item by "drag and drop". It is also
possible to automate the account
assignment procedure through the
use of account ranges. In this way,
data integrity and consistency are
ensured at all times.

Unifying the individual
financial statements
In many cases, various transfer
postings are necessary before the
financial statements of the companies can be combined into a consolidated financial statement. In
CP-Cons, these adjusting entries
can be made on the basis of the
imported data. An audit trail is
provided in the form of a transaction list and reconciliation reports.
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CONSOLIDATION PROCESS

Maintain clarity throughout the
consolidation process.
The consolidation process is systematic and workflow-based. Each step can be carried out
independently of the others. At the same time, manual adjustments can be made at any point.

Combining the financial
statements
The aggregated financial statement is the basis for all subsequent
consolidation steps. In this step,
partner accounts can be analysed
for inter-company relationships.
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DEPICTION OF PARTICIPATING INTERESTS

A sound basis – Make well-founded decisions
"Since the introduction of the CP-Cons module, specific enquiries about the financial management of
the group can be answered sooner, and our management is able to react more quickly."
Christiane Dossmann
Head of Group Reporting, Investments and Subsidiary Accounting
GAD eG, Münster

Eliminating inter-company investments
Initial consolidation
Elimination of the inter-company investments is central to any consolidated financial statement. The consolidation
methods available are full consolidation, proportionate consolidation, the equity method and, less usually, valuation of
an investment at cost. Particularly where minority interests are concerned, eliminating the inter-company investments
without adequate software assistance can quickly amount to a challenge – which you can easily master with CP-Cons.
You simply enter all the relevant inter-company investment data in absolute terms (100%) into a wizard, and the correct
postings will then be made automatically.
Deconsolidation or transitional consolidation
A change in shareholdings is among the most complex issues in consolidation. When accompanied by a change of
consolidation method, the task of preparing the consolidated financial statement becomes even more demanding. A
wizard which takes account of how the individual companies were consolidated in the past provides valuable support
in these cases.
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ELIMINATION OF INTER-COMPANY RELATIONSHIPS

Eliminating inter-company liabilities,
expenses and income
For the offsetting of internal receivables and payables
(or expenses and income), relationships are set up
between the companies involved in which the referenced
accounts are assigned to each other and compared. With
the help of partner numbers, inter-company liabilities
and inter-company expenses and income can be eliminated automatically. Warning limits and thresholds can
be defined for indicating how any offsetting differences
should be recognised.

Eliminating inter-company profits and
losses
Internal sales of fixed assets or inventories may result in
inter-company profits and losses. In CP-Cons, these can
be eliminated using the standard estimation methods.

Deferred taxes
Deferred taxes can be calculated in CP-Cons for each company and for the group. Deferred tax assets and deferred tax
liabilities can either be netted or disclosed separately, with due regard to individual tax rates. All transactions which
give rise to deferred taxes can subsequently be resolved on a causal basis.
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CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENT

Transparent and quick – Save time
"With the CP-Cons module, we produce our financial statements much more quickly, postings
are easier to track, and sources of error are practically eliminated."

Consolidated financial statement

Marlies Schweins
Head of Finance and Personnel
SMT Scharf GmbH, Hamm

The consolidated financial statement is the summary of all the preceding consolidation steps. Its derivation from the
single-entity financial statements is clearly displayed in a column report.

Progress monitor – Transparency and traceability
Status reports in the consolidated entity diagram and in the progress monitor indicate how much of the consolidation
process has been completed so far, and which consolidation steps are still outstanding.
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REPORTING AND THE NOTES

Group reporting –
Exceed the legal requirements.
The required components of a consolidated financial statement include the Statement of Changes
in Fixed Assets and the Statement of Changes in Equity, which are of course provided in CP-Cons.
Apart from these, however, any number of additional analysis structures can be displayed, so you
have an extensive customised reporting system at your disposal. Statistical details, such as staff
numbers or lease liabilities, can also be defined for the reporting to be complete.
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REPORTING AND THE NOTES

Segments
Capital market-oriented parent
companies are required to produce a segment report as a supplementary component of the annual
financial statement. In CP-Cons,
segment reporting and statutory
consolidation are both processed in
one step. To comply with IFRS specifications, segment consolidation
takes place on two levels, separated
into an intra-segment consolidation and an inter-segment reconciliation.

Report templates for a
head start
Consolidated Balance Sheet and
Consolidated Profit and Loss
Account
Consolidated Cash Flow
Statement
Reconciliations on all levels
Complete lists of postings
Statements of Changes in Fixed
Assets and in Equity, Analysis
of Provisions, any additional
analyses
Statistical Details
Participating Interests
Notes to the Consolidated
Financial Statement
Segment Reports
Development of Minority
Interests
Export to Microsoft Excel,
Microsoft Word, PDF *
* Microsoft Excel and Microsoft Word are registered
trademarks of the Microsoft Corporation.
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PLANNING, SIMULATION AND KEY RATIOS

More than consolidation.
CP-Cons provides you with business administration functions which extend far beyond
consolidation alone. Take advantage, for instance, of our strengths in planning and analysis.
Run through a simulated purchase of individual companies or subgroups, visualise the effects
and determine the course of the enterprise.

Simulations – Anticipate developments in the group
Would you like to prepare a consolidated financial statement based on
the budget or forecast, or perhaps
simply depict a variant group structure? In CP-Cons you can use the
convenient "copy streams" function

in order to reproduce all the necessary information and parameters
with a single click. This saves you a
great deal of unnecessary duplicate
work.

Key ratios – Internal benchmarking
Keep track of your key performance indicators for the group as a whole or in a cross-company comparison. There are
various standard key ratios in the delivery package, ready to use, and others can be created by the user with just a few
mouse clicks.
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SPECIFICATION

Systematic, safe and transparent.
Helpful wizards at your side
Currency translation
Elimination of inter-company investments (initial
and subsequent consolidation, deconsolidation and
transitional consolidation
Elimination of inter-company liabilities
Elimination of inter-company expenses and income
Elimination of inter-company profits
Deferred taxes
Manual adjustment postings
Consolidation of analyses

The CP-Cons features at a glance
Absolute flexibility in the model of the consolidated
reporting entity: no logical constraints regarding
number of individual companies, subgroups,
shareholdings or segments
Deals with special cases such as mutual
shareholdings, shares in parent company,
own shares and successive share purchases
Disclosure of minority interests, even where
multilevel ownership structures exist
Full software support of the complete consolidation
control process comprising the following steps:
unification of the individual financial statements
generation of the combined financial statement
elimination of inter-company investments
elimination of inter-company liabilities
elimination of inter-company profits and losses
elimination of inter-company expenses and
income
calculation of deferred taxes
preparation of the notes to the consolidated
financial statement
Consolidation in accordance with IAS/IFRS:
consolidation under the terms of IFRS 3
full consolidation, proportionate consolidation
and the equity method
Consolidation in accordance with the German
Commercial Code (HGB)

 Consolidation of analyses
Statistical details
Multi-client capability
Complete audit trail:
comprehensive logging, authorisation concept
Handling of diverse, company-specific charts of
accounts, automated mapping to the group chart of
accounts
Data import and export
Closing rate method, modified closing rate method
and temporal method
Posting wizards on single-entity and group level
Initial consolidation, transitional consolidation and
deconsolidation assisted by a wizard
Partner details for inter-company reconciliation
Deferred taxes depicted on single-entity and group
level
Parallel display of all accounting standards
Segment consolidation in accordance with IFRS
	Extensive plausibility checks
Unlimited number of analyses
Status reports for monitoring progress
Planning, simulation and key ratios
Full integration to integrated financial planning
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FULL INTEGRATION TO FINANCIAL PLANNING

Consolidation of planning data.
Alongside the preparation and analysis of consolidated financial statements, there is increasing
demand among companies for the consolidation of planning data. In CP-Finance, a solution is
available for displaying the balance sheet, the P&L and the cash flow statement in an integrated
model which is directly connected with the enterprise planning and group accounting facilities in
CP-Cons. A consistent set of values is referenced and analysed throughout the entire process.
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You can get even more out of the CP-Cons module by
using it together with Corporate Planner, the Corporate Planning Suite module for operational management with excellent planning, analysis and reporting
features, and together with CP-Finance, the module for a
comprehensive integrated financial plan. Make full use
of the common underlying database.
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CP-Finance enables the integration of operational
planning approaches, while at the same time having
all the data and accounts of the integrated financial plan available for a group's management and
statutory consolidation. The plan is based on the actual
consolidated financial statement, so a logical and
continuous flow of values is ensured at all times.

What the integrated financial plan has to offer:
 ll companies depicted in a single system
A
Structure of the organisation defined by cost categories
Automated data transfer from pre-systems
Uniform planning logic for a uniform planning process
Integrated P&L, balance sheet and financial plan prepared on the basis of planned business transactions
Full integration to operational planning
Plan values made available for consolidation
Target-actual comparisons and forecasting
Simulation facilities
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FULL INTEGRATION TO FINANCIAL PLANNING

Integrated – from planning the cost centres to the consolidated financial statement
"The deciding factor for the management in the choice of the CP software was the entirely consistent
display of the planned and actual business figures right through to the finished consolidated
financial statement. Whether we are looking at an adjustment to the plan, a simulation or a rolling
forecast – the dynamic linking of the P&L, balance sheet and cash flow statement allows us to see
the impact on the company's financial position, financial performance and cash flows straight
away."
Manuela Orlandini, Group Accounting
BMV Mineralöl Versorgungsgesellschaft, Berlin

A clear financial planning process
Integrated financial planning in CP-Finance follows a
logical sequence which is depicted by the financial planning process diagram. This guides the user in easy steps

with each substep clearly listed. When one step has been
completed, the user is taken on to the next until all the
required specifications are in place.

Flexible classifications
Cost centre, cost unit or branch structures can be built
flexibly, and several parallel classifications (local GAAP
alongside IFRS, for instance) are possible. A major advantage
is the merging of the various company charts of accounts
onto a group chart of accounts so that the companies can
be aggregated very easily on the basis of the defined group
structure.

The group structure is flexible in allowing the individual
companies to be depicted in any number of groups and
subgroups. Generating different views is of great importance,
particularly when it comes to simulations and analyses like
for the purchase or the sale of companies. Imported data
from financial accounting remain consistent and are at
the same time available for use in the consolidation of the
actual figures.
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FULL INTEGRATION TO FINANCIAL PLANNING

Consistent data flow in all areas of the plan

CP-Finance integrates all kinds
of planning, forecasting, scenario
and actual information consistently
across the principal operational
plans from the balance sheet,
P&L and cash flow statement and
through to consolidation tasks.

Operational
Management
Sales management
Personnel
management
Cost management
and much more

Integrated
Financial Planning
Balance sheet
P&L
Cash flow

Consolidation
 anagement and
M
statutory
consolidation

Predefined logic
The integrated financial plan is controlled by intelligent
logic blocks which make for reliable and efficient work.
These logic blocks record the planned business transactions and automatically generate a budgeted balance
sheet, a P&L plan and a cash flow plan.

For multi-company planning, each logic block can be
used as a template for other companies. The advantage
of logic block templates is that the same business logic
can be used in several companies but each company can
have its own parameter settings.

In a logic block, both the business logic and the interrelationships within the planning sections are taken into
account. Logic blocks can take on their plan values by
various methods, and they make it possible to control
the flow of the plan values with due regard to parameters and payment targets.

Once planning in a data stream has been completed, the
values are immediately available for all consolidation
steps.
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FULL INTEGRATION TO FINANCIAL PLANNING

Analyses and reporting
In the integrated financial plan, you of course have access
to the extensive analysis and reporting functions of
Corporate Planner. In addition to using graphic analyses
or 80/20 analyses, you can set up, maintain and analyse
key ratios. Once defined, a key ratio can easily be applied

to other companies. Make use of ad-hoc reports as well
as standard reports. Make comparisons of the target and
actual values to decide which specific measures should
be implemented. All reports which have been set up can
always be used again for other companies.

Example of a column
report in which all the
companies of a group
are shown side by side

A unique connection
With the synchronisation between integrated financial
planning and consolidation, a common underlying database is created from which you will benefit every day.
Classifications
Companies, groups
Charts of accounts
Accounts
Account groups, switching accounts
Statement items

Data streams
	Partners
Segments
Assignment of accounts to account groups
Assignment of accounts to statement items
Switching account assignment
Chart of accounts mapping of company accounts and
account groups to the group accounts
Values of account balances, partner balances and
segment balances
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COMPREHENSIVE CORPORATE PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT

The Corporate Planning Suite.
CP-Cons is a module of the CP-Suite. In the CP-Suite you will find all the Corporate Planning
software modules in one place. The consistent user interface design and the familiar
"look & feel" of the CP-Suite make your day-to-day work in corporate performance management
easy, quick and effective.

The Corporate Planning Suite forms the technological
framework for comprehensive enterprise management
and the technical platform for planning, reporting
and analysis in operational management, integrated
financial planning, consolidation, risk management and
strategic planning. The CP-Suite is an extremely safe
investment.
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Companies are able to respond flexibly to all aspects
of corporate performance management according to
their own respective requirements. Inconsistencies,
redundant data storage and the inconvenience of
performing the same tasks repeatedly are a thing
of the past. Continuous development has now been
demonstrated for over 25 years.

COMPREHENSIVE CORPORATE PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT

Some call it corporate performance management or management by results,
some call it business planning, analysis and reporting or management accounting.
We bring it all together in the CP-Suite.

Modular design for flexible use
From a large number of ready-to-use modules, the
user quite simply puts together a complete solution
for the tasks in hand.
The software thus always provides what is currently
needed. It has all the functions which are useful but
none which are not. One complete solution – for
companies of all sizes and every industry sector. If
ever the given requirements increase or change, the
Corporate Planning solution will simply grow to fit.

In-memory computing
The Corporate Planning Suite is based on sequential
in-memory technology. Through the efficient use of
this technology combined with benefits of a backend relational database model, maximum processing speed can be achieved for planning, analysis
and reporting applications without having to accept
restrictions in multi-user operation.

All modules united in the CP-Suite
Corporate Planner

Integrated planning, analysis,
reporting

CP-Air

Decentralised planning, analysis
and reporting on the web

CP-Cockpit

Individual real-time dashboards

CP-Excel

Integration of Corporate Planner
and Microsoft Excel

CP-Finance

Integrated financial planning

CP-Cash

Short-term liquidity management

CP-Cons

Management and statutory
consolidation according to local
GAAP and IAS/IFRS

CP-Risk

Risk management

CP-Strategy

Strategic planning

CP-BSC

Enterprise management with
vision and strategy by objectives,
measurements and actions
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SERVICE AND CUSTOMER CARE

Excellently looked after right from the start.
Whether you are installing the software or working in the application, our experienced staff
in the Support Team are here to respond promptly and efficiently to all your enquiries –
over the phone or online. We are represented by our own Competence Centres and qualified
partner companies throughout Germany and around the world. Through this network, we can
guarantee specialist industry knowledge, wide-ranging business administration know-how,
IT expertise, comprehensive product knowledge and local support. From the initial contact to
the full consultancy on your premises, you can expect to receive the optimum level of support.

Training and education

Consultancy and support

Continuous development

To get you off to a flying start and to

You are able to implement the CP-Suite

We guarantee the continuous

enhance your skills, there are a large

in your company unassisted. However,

development and maintenance of all the

number of training courses in our

we will of course provide you with full

CP-Suite modules. You will be routinely

extensive programme. Many of these

consultancy and support on request.

informed about new product versions

courses are offered in several levels and

From guidance during the roll-out

and technical innovations as part of

can be held in Hamburg, at one of our

of the CP-Suite or on specific topics

our Customer Support and also in our

Competence Centres, on your company

like integrated financial planning and

Customer Portal.

premises or online.

consolidation through to consultancy
regarding more general corporate
performance management questions,
you can count on us.
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ABOUT CORPORATE PLANNING

We are looking forward to meeting you.
CP Corporate Planning AG from Hamburg has been setting standards for software for
enterprise management in the medium-sized business sector with proven and innovative
solutions for more than 25 years. True to its motto: "corporate performance management
can be so easy!" Corporate Planning develops simple and flexible solutions with built-in
business administration know-how for operational management, financial planning and
consolidation as well as strategic planning.

Today, Corporate Planning is one of the leading corporate performance management software vendors in
Europe and offers, in the Corporate Planning Suite,
versatile planning, reporting and analysis methods on
an integrated technological platform with a uniform
"look & feel". More than 4,000 SMEs of various sizes and
different industry sectors rely on our software solutions.

We will be happy to assist and advise you if you would
like to see the CP-Software in action, to speak to a
contact person in your area or to have a word with a
reference customer in your sector of industry. See
for yourself how quick, easy and effective corporate
performance management can be with the right
software.
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CP Corporate Planning AG
Grosse Elbstrasse 27
22767 Hamburg, Germany
Tel. +49 40 431333-0
Fax +49 40 431333-33

Software, developing with the changing tides.

info@corporate-planning.com
www.corporate-planning.com

